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Abstract

We propose an objective criterion for determining if, given a
specific circuit technology, a gate model is suitable for synthe
sis and verification. This is based on relating the analog circuit
behavior to the digital model behavior using a formal definition
of implementation. We show how the criterion is not satisfied
for several gate models currently used for synthesizing asyn
chronous circuits, and illustrate the design errors which occur
when these models are used. Finally we introduce a new gate
model which is designed to satisfy the criterion.

1 Introduction

An important parameterin designing asynchronous logic circuits
is the choice of a logic gate model. The model determines which
synthesis algorithms may be used, as well as verification and
testing strategies. Many basic gate models have been developed
for asynchronouscircuits, differing in the assumptions made and
the amount of detail used. For example, speed-independentgate
models assumes circuit delays can be lumped at gate outputs
and such delays are unbounded, feedback delay models lump
all delay into a minimal number of wires such that each cycle
contains at least one delay, while inertial delay models vary how
a gate responds to pulses of different widths[7].

With the variety of available gate models, it can be difficult to
decide when each is appropriate. Currently gate models are
compared subjectively as more or less accurate, realistic, con
servative, etc. Given a specific circuit technology, there is no
method for determining which models are suitable for synthe
sis and verification. In other words, how accurate is accurate
enough?

We propose an objective criterion for gate models based on re
lating the digital gate behavior to the underlying analog circuit
behavior. We start with a relational model of behavior which is
general enough to apply to both analog and digital behavior. We
develop a formal definition of "implementation" as a restricted
type of homomorphism between two behaviors, called a behav
ior epimorphisnu Applying this to the technology design step, a
gate modei isphysically realizable with respect to atechnology
if there is a behavior epimorphism from the analog components
to the corresponding digital gate model.

When a model satisfies the criterion, synthesis and verification
results using the model arecorrect regardless of how detailed the
model is. More detailed models may allow more efficient de
signs, but there is no tradeoff of correctness. When the criterion
is not satisfied, the actualcircuit may exhibit behavior which was
not allowed by the digital specification,as illustratedby several
examples.

Finally, we show how the criterion can be used to construct
new gate models by analyzing the detailed analog behavior of
a CMOS inverter, and deriving a suitable digital model. This
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Figure 1: Example specification, with initial state 6 = 1.
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Figure 2: One-gate ring oscillator with enable.

model is used in a small example to contrast it with the physically
unrealizable models. Although the criterion was originally de
veloped to methodically evaluate gate models for asynchronous
design, it applies as well to synchronous design.

1.1 An Example

The following small example is used throughout the paper to
evaluate the different gate models. Consider the Moore machine
specification in Fig.1withone output bandtwo inputs, e (enable)
and a. The machine can be reset to its initial state by applying
e = 0 for a sufficiently long time. When e is then changed to 1,
the specification statesthata is alternately 1 and0, with output b
inverting a. This specification can be translated to a flow table,
event graph, signal transition graph, change diagram, etc. as
necessary to apply the different synthesis algorithms found in
the literature (see [9] for detailedexamples).

With most asynchronous design methodologies,the gate netlist
synthesizedfrom this specification will be a single NAND gate,
b = ae. It is allowed to composethis with the function a —b,
i.e. a wire. Thus an implementation of Fig. 1 with partof its
environmentis given by the gatenetlist in Fig.2. Because of the
simple function of thissystem, most synthesisalgorithms would
determine that no delay constraints are needed on the NAND
gate to insure correct digital operation. One expected digital
behavior of this system is

e = 01111111 1...

6 = 1 10101010...
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Figure3: SPICEsimulationof a CMOS one-gatering oscillator.

Using SPICE[4] to simulate a CMOS implementation of this
circuit results in the waveform shown in Fig. 3. After v(e)
is stepped to 5 volts, the output b shows a brief transient and
then settles at 2.S volts, which is not usually associated with an
oscillating sequence of 1/0 values.

Intuitively, this discrepancy arises when the gate models are
not accurate enough. For example, we know intuitively that
by increasing the delay from b to a, the behavior should be as
expected. But the details on how much delay as a function of
the load are missing and is not part of current methodologies
for formal synthesis and verification of asynchronous circuits.
In fact, current theories of logic design lack objective criteria to
determine if a gate model is accurate enough for synthesis and
verification with respect to a particular circuit technology. This
applies to synchronous designs as well.

The specification of Fig. 1 is a simple example of a nonconstant
behavior which illustrates implementation and composition as
used in technology mapping. Arbitration is a similar example
where problems occur at the gate level. Given a logical speci
fication of an arbiter, many asynchronous synthesis algorithms
generate a gate-level implementation similar to Fig. 4. As with
Fig. 2 there is a discrepancy between the analog behavior of the
corresponding circuits and the original digital specification. The
discrepancy can be explained by applying the criterion proposed
in Section 2.

1.2 Prior Work

Generally the relationship between analog circuit behavior and
digital logic models has been expressed informally in terms of
idealizedcharacteristics. For example, in [3] digital logic circuits
are analyzed *a terms of several first order effects such as static
noise margins, propagation delay, and rise and fall times. These
parameters are estimated using simplified circuit models, and
idealized waveforms such as ramp and step inputs. Propagation
delay is definedwith respect to the 50% points ofeach waveform,
and rise/fall times are between 10% and 90% points, even though
these are not the logic thresholds.

Two recent works have explored more precise relationships be
tween analog and digital behavior. Brockett[2] synthesizes a
system of differential equations which implements a finite au-

Figure 4: Naive implementation of an arbiter.

tomaton under a straightforward quantization, but does not dis
cusshowtheseanalog systems canbe realized or verified phys
ically. The differential equations are an idealization which can
onlybe approximated by a real circuit Kurshanet al.[5] relate a
SPICE model to a digital gate model, but use idealizations both
inrelating theSPICE model to a circuit, andin relating thedig
ital model to higher level logic models. Therefore their formal
verification techniquedoesnotaddress anyanalog connection to
physical devices. In comparison, we propose a singlecriterion
to be satisfied between all levels of a design flow including the
level from the manufactured circuitto the technology mapping
netlist of gate models.

1.3 Notation

The formulation in the nextsectionusesseveralgeneral, binary
relations which in practice are oftenfunctions. To simplify the
notationfor thegeneralcase, the followingnotationfor functions
is extended to apply to general relations. Let R be a binary
relation on two sets R C X x Y. An associated reference
direction is defined from X to Y, and evaluation of R for some
element x € X is defined as

R(x) = {y:(x,y)GR}

This reduces to function evaluation when Risa. function, but note
thatin general R(x) maybe emptyforsomex. Theconverseof
R, denoted R~x, is definedas

A"1 ={(*,*) :(*,*)€*}

The evaluation of the relation for a set of elements X' C X
is definedin a straightforward manner, and is also denoted by
R(X') since the two uses can be distinguished from context
Thedomain of R is defined as Dom(i2) = R~1(Y); therange
of R as Ran(-ff) = R(X). A relation R is onto if Ran(fl) = Y.
The projection of R onto a subspaceS is denotedby ir(R,S).

2 Deriving the Criterion

To define our notion of physically realizable for a gate model,
we first define a mathematical formalization of the I/O behavior
of a system, define implementation between two behaviors, and
then apply this to the technologymappingdesign step.

2.1 Defining System

The characteristicsof a system are derived from the relationship
between a set set of observable quantities such as voltages, cur
rents, and temperatures. This is formalized as a set of terminals,
one for each observable quantity.

Definition 1 A terminal is a triple q — (n, Eq, d), where n is
the terminal name, Uq is the range of the terminal values, and
d € {in, out, none) isanassigned terminal direction.
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Figure 5: Intuition behind implementation.

A direction ofnone is allowedbecause the quantities ofa physical
system have no inherent direction. This is distinct from the
concept of a bidirectional or tristate pin of a circuit. Let Q
denote the set of terminals for a system. A behavior is defined
by observing the values on the terminals Q over some interval
of time. We arbitrarily consider semiclosed time intervals to
make concatenation more convenient Given a specific interval
of interest T = [<i, h), a signal space is the set of all possible
observations for a set of terminals over interval T. Note that to
describe analog behavior, Eq may be infinite.

Definition 2 Giventerminal qi = (n, Eqi, d) andtime interval
T, a signal is a mapping s :T —*• Eqi. A signal space Sqi is the
set ofall possible signalsfor qi:

Sqi = {s : s is a signalover Eqi}

A signal space over multiple terminals is the cross product of
the individual signal spaces. In the sequel, we assume the ob
servation interval T has been defined and will not refer to it
explicitly.

Definition 3 Givena set of terminals Q, a behavior is defined
as

BCSq

This is sometimes called a relational model of behavior since (3)
is equivalent to

B C S^ X Sq2 X ... XSqn

where the terminals may have different assigneddirections. Sim
ilar formalizations of system behaviorhave been previously pro
posed [6]. Although a physicalsystem has, by definition, a single
behavior, a specification for such a system often consists of mul
tiple behaviors. This is necessary to express general don't care
conditions where severaldifferent output signals are possible for
each input signal, and the different output signals are dependent
Thus the formalization of a system includes a set of allowed
behaviors.

Definition4 A system is a pair M = (Q, B), where Q =
{qi,qz,---,qn)isaset ofn terminals, and Bis asetofpossible
behaviors. Ifevery terminal ofM hasbeenassigneda direction
of in or out, M is calleda directed system.

2.2 Defining Implementation

An elementof theimplementsrelationis definedby two systems,
a specificationand an implementation. Normally the implemen
tation has more detail, and is closer in some sense to a physical
realization of the original intended behavior.

ft

Bi •*\Bi(x)J C

Figure 6: Relation / is a behavior homomorphism if this is
satisfied for all x in DomBi.

Consider the intuition behind integer addition (over a limited do
main) and a gate netlist which implements addition using three
bit l's-complement numbers. In addition to the two systems, a
mapping / is given from implementationvalues to specification
values, e.g. 000 *-*• 0, Oil *-> 3, 111 •-• 0, etc. Then, as illus
trated in Fig. 5, for any two specification input values (decimal
numbers), the result of simulating the gate netlist for the cor
responding binary input values is the same (after converting to
decimal) as the decimal addition of the two values.

The condition in Fig. 5 can be expressed in a form similar to the
homomorphisms defined for other algebraic systems[9]. As a ho
momorphism, / is said to preserve addition, since the operators
+d and +& have similar properties within their respective do
mains. To apply homomorphisms to system implementation, the
equality test must be generalized to allow both the "operator" and
the mapping / to be general relations. Here we simply present
a generalized definition; the detailed arguments supporting this
definition are given in [9].

For a system M = (Q, B), let i(M) and o(M) denote the set
of input and output terminals respectively for M. Since for a
directedsystem, i(M) U o(M) = Q, a behavior B € B can be
considered a binary relation with associated reference direction
B C Si x S0. Referring to Fig. 6, we propose the following
definition.

Definition5 Given Ms = (Qs,Bs) and Mi = (Qi,Bi) be
directed systems withsignal spaces Sqs and Sq. respectively.
Consider two specific behaviors, Bi € B\ and Bs € Bs. Let
f be a signalspace relation f C Sq: x Sqs , anddefine the
implied input relation

fi = *{f>Si(Mr) X«S|(Afs))

andthe impliedoutput relation

fo = T(/,£o(Mr) XSo(Ms))

Then relation f is a behaviorhomomorphism if:

Vx € DomS/ Vy € /.-(*) Bt(x) C fo~\Bs{y))

Ifthis holdsfor all Bs, Bi, wesayMs is anabstraction of Mi.

When relations Bs, Bi and / are functions, this reduces to the
more familiar condition of algebraic homomorphism

Vx € Dom£/ fo{Bi{x)) = Bs(fi(x))

Early work[6] focused especially on the subset of homomor
phisms which are isomorphisms, i.e. fi and fQ are 1-to-l and



onto. This condition is too strong for implementation. On the
other hand, a general homomorphism as defined above is too
weak. Specifically, for implementation we require that fi be
onto, because for any value in the specification, there must be
some way to apply it in the implementation. For example, in
Fig. 5 if nobinary valueis mapped to 3, there wouldbe noway
to compute3+0, whichcontradicts the intuitivemeaning.

Definition 6 Let f be a behavior homomorphismfrom Bi to
8s- If fi is onto, f is calleda behavior epimorphism. Inthis
casewe call Ms the specification, Mi an implementation, and
we say Mi implements Ms.

This can be considereda weak epimorphism since fo need not
be onto. The additional condition of requiring fo to be onto is
too strong for implementation,anddoes not seem to correspond
toany standard concept in logic design. There is noclear prece
dent in abstract algebra since other algebraic epimorphisms are
either defined for functions, or for whichinputs andoutputs are
definedover a single set andthe mappings fi and fo reduceto a
single mapping. Thus we use epimorphism to denote the weak
epimorphism in Definition 6. Note that fo is still constrained to
satisfy the conditionforbehaviorhomomorphism.

The intuition for the formal definition of implementation was
derivedby examining severalcasesof implementation, by gen
eralizing the conditions as much as possible, and by checking
the consistencyof this definition with a large set of examples.
Using a similar approach, we formally define the concepts of
synthesis and verification. The detailed arguments supporting
these definitions are found in [9].

Definition7 Given specification Ms, a synthesisalgorithm ei
ther generates an unplementation Mi anda behavior epimor
phism f fromMi to Ms, or terminates infailure.

The optionof failure must be allowedin case the specificationis
so constrained that no implementation is possible or at least that
the algorithm is unable to find one, in the case heuristics areused.
Formanydesignsteps,e.g. logicminimization, the epimorphism
is trivialandnot given explicitly by the algorithm. In othercases,
such as input/output encoding, the algorithm must indicate what
the relation / is. Verification is closely relatedto synthesis, and
can also be defined in terms of behavior homomorphism.

Definition8 Given systems Ms, Mi, andrelation f C Sqj x
Sqs , a hardware verificationalgorithm is one which solves the
decisionproblem"is f a behavior homomorphismfrom Mi to
Ms?"

While synthesis implies generating an implementation, verifica
tion is often used only to confirm an abstraction. Verification
algorithms are categorized based on this distinction, e.g. im
plementation verification (confirming a behavior epimorphism)
versus design or property verification (confirming a behavior
homomorphism).

Note that the formal relationship between a specification and an
implementation is arequirementofdesign, regardless ofwhether
or not verification (or synthesis) is used. Verification is the
process of confirming this relationship.

2.3 Technology Mapping

Using the preceding definitions for implementation and synthe
sis, we can now give a formal characterization of a technology

Figure 7: Technology mapping generates a netlist M2 which
implements Mi andinducesa physicalimplementation M3.

mapping design step. Given some specification system M\,
a technology mapping design step generates a gate netlist Mi
which implements M\. This means there is anassociated map
ping fa which is a behaviorepimorphism from M% to M\, as
illustrated in Fig. 7. Since fa relates two digital spaces, it is
usually implicitin the technology mapping algorithm.

However, unlike most other design steps, technology mapping
implies another implementation basedon the cell library. For
each"gate"inthenetlist there is anassociatedcellin thelibrary.
Denote thismapping by h. Then the interconnection of gates in
M% defines an interconnection M$ of cells from thelibrary via
h, andMi mustalso implementM\. Thus by definition there is
asecondrelation fb suchthat fa o fo is abehavior epimorphism
from M% to M\.

The dotted linerepresents the boundarybetween the mathemat
icalmodels used fordigital design,andthe analog physicalde
vices manufactured from these models. We assume that the
conceptual epimorphism fb must be as rigorous as that for any
other design step. This leads to the following criterion for the
gatemodels used in a technology mappingstep.

Definition 9 Let M2be a digitalgate netlist, and A/3 a corre-
spondmg manufactured circuit, with relation fb C Sm3 x Sm2.
Iffb isa behaviorepimorphism, then Mzisphysically realizable.

In other words, a physically realizablenetlist of gate models is
actually implemented by the corresponding library cells. This
condition is more difficult to satisfy than it may seem because
these mappings are from analog to digital behavior, and must
hold under all worst case operating conditions of the physical
circuit Because the ultimate aim of synthesis and verification is
to build and verify that it works in the realworld physical envi
ronment it is not sufficient to maponly a set of idealizedvoltage
waveforms with instantaneous transitions or smooth, monotonic
characteristics. The epimorphism must also hold under temp ---
ature variations, crosstalk, electromagnetic interference, and all
the other nonideal conditions that real circuits must tolerate.

In practice,most technology mapping steps arebased on a set of
gatemodels which both implement some logic computation, and
in dim are implemented by one cell from a technology library.
Complicated functions aresynthesizedusing composition, where
thecomposition ofthe librarycells implements the corresponding
composition of logic functions (this is not required in general).



In this case, it is meaningful to consider whether the individual
gate models are physically realizable. Since this special case is
so common, we informally refer to the criterion as "physically
realizable gate models" with the understanding that the general
case is given by Definition 9. The composition of two behaviors
is defined as follows.

Definition 10 Given two systems Ma = (Qa, Ba), Mb =
(Qb,Bb), and a terminal q such that q € Qa and q € Qb,
thecomposition of two behaviors Ba € Ba and Bb € Bb with
respectto q is the largestsubset Bc C Sq0 uqb whichsatisfies

*(Bc,SQa) C
*{Bc,SQb) C

Ba

Bb

In other words, the composition consists of all the signals where
the terminal q has the same values in both Ba and Bb. It is
straightforward to generalize this definition to allow composi
tion of two terminals with different names or ranges. Note that
two systems do not have to be directed in order to compose
them, and that there is no restriction on the direction of q. Prac
tical composition operators may add such restrictions in order to
define usefulcompositions.

The criterion of physical realizability (PR) defines a new ap
proach to the gate models and composition operators used in
technology mapping. Currently models are motivated from the
point of view of analysis and simulation and are compared sub
jectively as more or less detailed, with no good answer to "how
much detail is enough?" The new approach formalizes model
requirements for synthesis and verification. Given a specific cir
cuit technology, any PR model is good enough for this; different
PR models offer tradeoffs in tractability versus flexibility.

2.4 Asynchronous Logic

The terms "synchronous" and "asynchronous" have several dif
ferent definitions. To define these terms in the context of logic
circuitdesign, considersynchronouslogic circuits and the behav
ior epimorphisms where the clock signal(s) is first introduced.
Typically this is in the last stage of logic design: the technology
mapping step. At the analog level each signal alternates between
intervals where it is logically valid, e.g. is within the thresholds
for a logic 0 or 1, and intervals where it is unstable or transition
ing. In a synchronouscircuit these intervals are synchronized to
transitions of the clock. The clock signal is primarily an analog
signal with timing constraints which support the epimorphism
from analog behavior to logical behavior. An epimorphism from
analog to digital behavior which does not synchronize intervals
with a global reference is then called "asynchronous".

Thus for hardware design, the term "asynchronous" categorizes
the epimorphism used for technology mapping, and the crite
rion of physical realizability can be used to evaluate the gate
models used for synthesizing asynchronous logic circuits. Most
existing asynchronous design methodologies are not based on
fully defined technology mapping steps. Timing constraints and
dynamic behavior are considered only at the digital level, for ex
ample in terms ofa state graph. This leads to the type ofproblem
illustrated in Section 1.1.

3 Binary Gate Models

Many gate models are defined in terms of two Boolean values,
logic 0 and 1 (see [7] for several examples). This includes binary
models where time is explicit such as in [1], and models which
definea thirdvalue X —{0,1} withcorresponding extensions
to the logical operators (sometimes called ternary models), such
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Figure 8: Typical voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) for a
static CMOS inverter.

—^X>- 0

Figure 9: One-threshold quantization is not an epimorphism
when the VTC shifts to the right

as in [8]. In this section, we consider severalpossible mappings
fromthe analogbehaviorof a CMOSinverter to a corresponding
binary digital model, and show why they are physically unreal
izable.

A ratioed, static CMOS inverter has nearly ideal characteristics
for a logic gate[3]. A typical static voltage transfer characteristic
(VTC)is shownin Fig. 8. The behaviorof the correspondingbi
nary digital gate model is definedover {0,1 }2 x [<i, <2) for some
arbitrary observation interval [fi, ti). The value of an output
waveform is the complement of the input waveform, possibly
with some time shifting. The details may vary somewhat (e.g.
uniformversusnonuniformtime shifts)withoutaffectingthe fol
lowing analysis since we only consider static values or single,
isolated transitions.

3.1 One-Threshold Quantization

A straightforward mapping uses a single threshold at Vth = 2.5
to map v > Vth to logic 1 and v < Vth to logic 0. Assumethat
because of process variations, the VTC does not pass exactly
through thepoint (2.5,2.5), but instead passes to therightof it
As illustrated in Fig. 9, if an input voltage slightly above Vth
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is applied to the inverter circuit, the output will also be slightly
above Vth. But then both waveformsmap to logic value 1, which
does not satisfy the condition for behavior epimorphism.

To accommodate process variations, assume the switching
threshold Vth is defined independently for each inverter circuit
Thus the previous example would have a higher input threshold,
say V\ = 2.6, while some other inverter might have an input
threshold of v\ = 2.4. Individually, each mapping is anepi
morphism. However, it is no longer practical to have a fanout
greater than one since in general the different fanouts will have
different input thresholds, and no binary quantization will de
fine an epimorphism for the composition. Another argument
against this mapping is a variation of the first considering the
dynamic changes in switching thresholds caused by temperature
variations.

3.2 Two-Threshold Quantization

Instead of a single threshold, we can consider mappings based
on two thresholds, Vl and Vh, for each signal. Since the digital
model has only the two values, it is necessary to construct a map
ping which somehow "hides" the intermediate voltages between
Vl and Vh.

First consider simply restricting the analog waveforms to only
those which instantaneously jump across the gap, as illustrated
inFig. 10. This mapping fails becauseeven with adiscontinuous
input the analog output of the inverter circuit will not in general
be similarly discontinuous. Since this mapping is not defined for
such an output the epimorphism condition is not satisfied.

An alternative mapping might use some sortof average. Assume
theanalogwaveformcrosses Vh at a time t\, and latercrosses Vl
at time h. We could definea mappingsuch that from H\ ,(h +
h)/2) is mapped to logic 1, and from ((<i + <2)/2,ti) is logic
0. Such mappings introduce other problems. For example, the
mapping must also be defined in the case that the waveform
crosses Vh into the undefined region and then back across Vh
without crossing Vl. Also, under such a mapping, the delay of
a gate can become negative which is often not allowed by the
composition operators used in technology mapping.

3.3 Other Variations

Many other mappings can be devised for a binary gate model,
including models with forms of inertial delay. Those we have
examined are all physically unrealizable[9] with respect to stan
dard technologies such as CMOS, and we conjecture that this
is true for any binary valued gate model since they seem inca-

(a)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Four analog waveforms which fit the same digital
parameters.

pable of abstracting the dynamic behavior of logic circuits. This
shortcoming leads to the problem in Section 1.1.

The intuition that these gate models are insufficiently realistic
is expressed objectively by showing that they are physically
unrealizable. Note that it is important to consider the mappings
for compositions of gates as well as for the individual models,
sincemost technologymapping steps are basedon composition.

4 A New Gate Model

Thecriterionwouldbeof dubiousvalue if all gatemodelsproved
to be physically unrealizable. In this section, we use the criterion
to develop a gate model which is physically realizable. The gate
modelcan be composed, but we have not yet developeda general
compositionoperator to form the basis of a synthesis algorithm.
Following Definition 6, we first define a signal mapping, then
derive the parameters of a model using this mapping to satisfy
the epimorphismcondition. For simplicity, we only consider the
details for an inverter.

4.1 Signal Mapping

The mapping from analog waveforms to digital values is illus
trated in Fig. 12. Two thresholds are defined for each signal,
e.g. Vil and Vih for an input signal. The transition region for
a signal is defined in terms of a parallelogram which is defined
by two parameters. Parameter U represents the width, or uncer
tainty,of the parallelogram, and T represents the transition time
as defined in Fig. 12. An analog signal making a low to high
transition can be described by the sequence of digital values L
U T H. Thus the digital model uses a four-valued algebra.

4.2 Behavior

The behavior of the digital model is defined with signals over
Es = {L, II, U,T}. The input/output relationship of an in
verter can be described using an additional parameter P, the
propagation delay, bounded by limits Pmin and Pmax. Since
the behavior of the inverter depends strongly on the load L it
is driving, the inverter gate model has eleven parameters: Vil,
Vih, Vol, Voh, Ui, Ti, Uq, To, L, Pmin and Pmax. The
digital behavior must be defined in terms of these parameters
to accommodate worst case variations in temperature, supply
voltage, noise, etc.

To simplify this example we fix the load to a single inverter of the



same type (allowing the model to be appliedto Fig. 1),but similar
results can be derived for other loads. Fixing the thresholds to
reasonable values based on Fig. 8, leaves six parameters. The
condition in Definition 6 is appliedby assigningvalues to 7/ and
Ui to define a digital input signal, and performing the following
computation.

• Define a fixed To with respect to these parametersas the
slope of the output from simulating a ramp input with rise
timeTj.

• For each analog waveform w which fits these parameters,
simulate w (with SPICE) for worstcase variations in supply
voltage, etc. and parameterize the outputwaveforms by the
smallest Uo.w with respect to the fixed To.

• Define Pw with respect to the input and output parallelo
grams as illustrated in Fig. 12.

• Let Uo be the maximumofall the Uo,w, Pmin the minimum
of all the Pw, and Pmax the maximum of all the Pw.

By repeating this for different 7> and Ui, the parameters of the
digital model are computed relative to the circuit technology
being simulated. Note that the objective of this procedure is not
to develop an epimorphism from the SPICE models to the digital
gate model, but rather to use a suitable set of SPICE models to
help define an epimorphism from acircuit technology to the gate
model.

As the different possibilities cannot be exhaustively simulated,
it is necessary to use engineering judgement to select a practical
set of input waveforms and parameter variations (combined with
suitable margins of error) to define the boundary conditions for
the model. For input waveforms, instead of arbitrary analog
signals such as Fig. 11(a), seven piecewise linear waveforms
representing different extremes were simulated, including the
three in Fig. ll(b)-(d).

The results of this experiment are plotted in four graphs to show
the interaction of the six parameters. One of the most important
relationships is the dependence of output uncertainty Uo on
inputuncertaintyUi. Since asynchronouscircuits generally have
feedback, if the uncertainty always increases, the gate model will
be of limited value.

In Fig. 13, Uo is plotted versus Ui and T/. The vertical seg
ment in each curve occurs when Ui becomes large enough to
allow significant glitches in the input as shown in Fig. 14. The
first transition is not wide enough to force the output across the
threshold, while the second one is. ForTi = 0, the output un
certainty is always larger than the input since for small values
of Ui, the rectangle is not a good fit for the nonlinear output
transition, and for larger Ui, glitchesbecome a problem. As the
transition timeTi is increased, theparallelograms fittheresponse
waveforms better, and for Ui < 0.7ns the output uncertainty is
significantlydecreased. Forcomparison, note that on this graph
most asynchronous gate models would be a dot at the origin.

In Fig. 15, the output transition time is plotted relative to the
input transition. Recall that to simplify the model, we fixed
To with respect to Ui. Forrelatively steep input waveforms,
Ti < 0.47ns, the output parameter To actuallyincreases. Note
that on this graph also most asynchronous gate models would be
a dot at the origin.

Finally, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show how Pmin and Pmax respec
tively depend on Ui and T>.

Figure 12: Mapping from analog waveforms to digital signals
for an input and output signal.
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Figure 13: Plot of Uo versus Ui and T> (all values in ns).
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Figure 14: The discontinuity in Uo occurs when Ui is large
enough for the indicated glitch to cross the threshold.
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Figure18: SPICEsimulation of a CMOS seven-gatering oscil
lator.

43 Using the Model

For a tractable gate model, it is necessary to abstract the data in
Figs. 13-17as muchas possible whileremainingconsistent with
Definition6. Forexample,in Fig. 13, it is possible to increasethe
valueof Uo without violating Definition 6. In terms of Fig. 6,
this correspondsto increasing Bs(y), whichis allowed because
we are defining the gate model, and which preserves the subset
containment since the superset is being increased.

Thus we could choose to representpart of the curve for Ti = 1.0
and Ui < 0.6 by the segment Uo —0.30, and similarly for
the other curves. Likewise, in Fig. 16 the curve for Pmin at
Ti = 0.10 could be modified to be Pmin = 0.18, and the model
would still be physically realizable.

To define the digital model, several additional simplifying as
sumptionsare made. First let Pmin = 0.18 independentof T/
and Ui. Next simplify the relation of To versus T/ to

To = 0.38 + 0.3T/

Finally, simplify the parameterizationof Uo by two linear seg
ments as illustrated for Ti = 0.5 in Fig. 20 (the other curve is
used later). Note that each point on this curve is no less than
the corresponding point in Fig. 13. Using these simplifications,
To —Ti at the value 0.54, so if the environment has the same
characteristics as this inverter, this will be the limiting value of
the digital slope parameter.

To apply this model to the example in Section 1.1 requires a
model for a NAND gate. The model for a two-input NAND
gate has ten parameters instead of six, which is awkward to
present here, so we will illustrate the basic results using the
inverter model Assume the enable input is raised sharply, i.e.
by a transition with T « 0 and U ss 0. When the enable input
is raised, the circuit behaves essentially like an inverter with
input connected to output with the input having made a sharp
transition to logic 1.

Because of this transition the inverter is unstable and the output
begins a transition to 0. After a propagation delay of at least
0.18ns, the output will change from H to U. From Fig. 13, the
duration of the U will be at most 0.45ns, and then die output
should transition to T. However this assumes the input is being



held stable at L, which is not true if the environment i.e. the
feedback wire, has short propagation delay. Thus mis model
cannot predict the repeating sequence of L and H values (with
intervening Us and Ts) necessary to satisfy the specification.

Tosatisfy the assumptionof a stable input duringthe output tran
sition, the propagation delay of the environment must exceed the
transition time of the inverter. Evaluating the response of the in
verter to a step transition as on the enable input and assuming the
environment has the same dynamic characteristics, the behavior
will reach a fixed point at To « 0.54ns, and Uo « 0.50ns,
for an overall transition time of 1.04ns. If the environment is a
chain ofinverters, at least six (the least even number greater than
1.04/0.18)are needed to guarantee the necessary propagation
delay.

Thus this model predicts that for a ring oscillator of seven invert
ers, the cumulative propagation delay is sufficient to guarantee
that the signal voltages will exceed the thresholdsfor digitalos
cillation. As illustrated in Fig. 18, simulation of one possible
analogbehaviorof thiscircuitcorresponds with thedigitalspec
ification. As long as the physical devices can be guaranteed to
satisfy the gate model parameters, we can formally guarantee
(as a mathematical proof) that the physical circuit must have the
digital behavior specified by Fig. 1.

A moredetailed model (particularly for Pmin)couldperhapsbe
used to synthesize a five inverter ring, but any circuits which
can be synthesized using the simpler model are correct On the
other hand, any suspicion that the gate model is incorrect can
be confirmedobjectively by demonstrating an analog input and
output waveform which do not satisfy Definition 6.

4.4 A Simplified Model

A simpler gate model is generated by fixing T/ and To to zero,
makingall thetransitionregionsintorectangles.The signalmap
ping from analog to digital is illustrated in Fig. 19. Essentially
the digital behavior has been modified so that the uncertainty
U is the sumof the previous U andT parameters. Although
the model is still physicallyrealizable, the output uncertaintyis
alwayslarger than the input uncertainty, as shown by the curve
"T = any" in Fig. 20. In an asynchronous circuit this un
certainty will propagate until the entire state of the circuit is
unpredictable.

However, for a synchronouscircuit the clock signal breaks this
feedback of increasing U. By making the clock period long
enough,the U of the transitions on the latchoutputsare related
to the uncertainty of the clock signal, not to the U of the latch
inputs. Since the clock signal uncertainty does not degrade,
this stabilizes the behavior of the synchronous circuit and a
synchronous implementation of Fig. 1 can be derived even with
the simplified gate model[9].

A synchronous implementation is shown in Fig. 21. The syn
thesis algorithm still needs to insure that the minimum delay
from a clock edge along the path (2,4,1,2) exceeds the delay
along path (2,4,5,4), i.e. the data must be latched faster than
the feedback path. This will require increasing the propagation
delay through gate 1, similar to the asynchronous example.

4.5 Verification Models

Gate models which are physically realizable appear to require
more detail than most ofthe gate models currently used for asyn
chronous circuits. Since more detailed models generally require
more complicated synthesis algorithms, it is worth considering
whether physically unrealizable models can be used to synthe
size a candidate implementation, and then use formal verification
to check the result

Ui
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Figure 19: Simplified model with Ti =To = 0.
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Let Ms be a specification,Mu be a physicallyunrealizablegate
netlistsynthesized from Ms, and Mc be a correspondingcircuit
Because Mu is not physically realizable, Mc is not guaranteed
to implement Ms; consequently this is what must be verified.
Since Mc is a physical circuit it cannot be verified directly.
Instead, another model of the circuit Mr, must be used, and
in order for the verification result to apply to Mc, Mr must be
physically realizable.

Thus formal verification may allow simpler models to be used
for synthesis in a trial-and-error approach, but cannot avoid the
need for physically realizable models.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed an objective criterion for determining if a
gate model can be used for synthesis and verification of cir
cuits, i.e. physical, manufactured components. The criterion is
derived using a formal definition of implementation as a behav
ior epimorphism. By generalizing this to apply to both analog
and digital behavior, it can be applied to the technology map
ping design step. A gate netlist is physically realizable if the
corresponding physical circuits implement the netlist

As a technology mapping step, a synthesis algorithm for asyn
chronous logic mustdefine a gate model, composition operators,
an analog-to-digital signal mapping /, and the technologies for
which / is an epimorphism. When / is not the circuit behavior
does not satisfy the specification under all operating conditions.
Experienced engineers can manually correct these problems, but
for synthesis and verification CAD tools it is crucial that the
models be physically realizable.

The criterion also can be used to develop new digital gate models
for a technology, as illustrated for a CMOS inverter. This is im
portant both for modeling new technologies such as optical logic
devices, and for determining the model parameters of standard
logic families as feature sizes decrease.

In continuing research, we are working to define a suitable com
position operator for the new gate model and a parameterization
of two-input NAND gates to form the basis of a synthesis al
gorithm for asynchronous circuits. We are also developing a
new semantics for logic design models in terms of the relational
model of behavior.
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